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1. Why is hunter education important? 
 A. It gives hunters the skills to “limit-out” when hunting.
 B. It teaches safe and responsible hunting.
 C. It helps control the animal population.

2. Which federal agency provides aid to the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency for hunting-related 
projects?

 A. Department of Agriculture
 B. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
 C. Department of Natural Resources

3. What are the three basic parts of a firearm?
 A. action, stock, and barrel
 B. barrel, action and trigger
 C. barrel, stock and muzzle

4. The main part of the firearm, which loads, fires and ejects is the ____.
 A. barrel
 B. action
 C. trigger

5. What are the basic parts of ammunition?
 A. case, primer, powder and projectile
 B. case, powder, projectile and wad
 C. case, powder, projectile and shot

6. Pulling the trigger causes the ____ to strike, which explodes the primer in the base of the ammunition.
 A. firing pin
 B. gunpowder
 C. slug

7. To correctly match the proper ammunition to your rifle, shotgun, or handgun ___.
 A. know the difference between calibers and gauges
 B. never mix ammunition
 C. check caliber or gauge stamp on both the firearm and ammunition

8. The main difference between rifles and shotguns is their ____ and type of ammunition.
 A. action
 B. barrels
 C. forestock

9. What is the best description of a rifle barrel?
 A. long with spiraling grooves
 B. long and made of thin steel
 C. smooth on the inside

10. What does a rifle’s caliber usually measure?
 A. the length of the cartridge from tip to base
 B. the diameter of the bore from land to opposite land
 C. the number of rotations as it exits the barrel
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11. What type of choke has the tightest constriction?
 A. open
 B. full
 C. improved cylinder

12. What is the first step in cleaning your firearm?
 A. Point the muzzle in a safe direction.
 B. Disassemble the action.
 C. Lightly oil the barrel.

13. How must firearms be stored safely?
 A. in a closed gun case
 B. unloaded in a locked location and separate from the ammunition
 C. locked in a safe with ammunition

14. What is sighting-in a rifle?
 A. using a scope to locate wildlife
 B. adjusting sights to hit a target at a certain distance
 C. determining your dominant or master eye

15. What are the most common shotgun chokes?
 A. Wide, Full, Modified, Improved Modified.
 B. Full, Modified, Improved Cylinder, Cylinder.
 C. Wide, Modified, Cylinder, Improved Cylinder

16. You should routinely check the condition of ____ to reduce the chance of falls.
 A. ground blinds
 B. treestands
 C. dugouts

17. The most effective shots are delivered to an animal’s ____.
 A. legs
 B. stomach
 C. vital organs

18. Three factors contribute to spoiled meat:  heat, dirt and ____.
 A. cold temperatures
 B. fumes
 C. moisture

19. What is the safest tool to use when loading powder into a muzzleloader?
 A. horn
 B. calibrated powder measure
 C. metal container

20. The plastic vanes or feathers on an arrow are called the ____.
 A. crest
 B. nock
 C. fletching
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21. What type of arrowhead is used for big game hunting?
 A. broadhead
 B. blunt point
 C. JUDO® point

22. Guns and ammunition should be stored ____.
 A. together
 B. in a locked gun cabinet
 C. separately under lock and key

23. When you pick up a gun in a home, you should immediately____.
 A. point it in a safe direction
 B. keep your finger off the trigger
 C. make sure the chamber and magazine are empty

24. One of the Ten Commandments of firearm safety is that you should keep your finger outside the trigger 
guard until ____.

 A. you hear something in the bushes
 B. you’re out of sight of other hunters
 C. you’re ready to shoot

25. One of the Ten Commandments of firearm safety is that you should treat every firearm as if ____.
 A. it was a dangerous animal
 B. it was a fine instrument
 C. it were loaded

26. The ____ carry provides the best control, particularly in thick brush or weeds, or when you need to fire 
quickly.

 A. sling
 B. elbow
 C. two-handed

27. If three hunters are walking side by side, the ones at the sides may carry their guns pointing ____.
 A. only to the side
 B. either to the side away from their party or to the front
 C. only to the front

28. If three hunters are walking single file, the one in the lead should have the gun pointed ahead, but never 
____.

 A. down
 B. over the shoulder
 C. to the left

29. What should you always do with your gun before crossing fences or obstacles?
 A. Sling it over your shoulder.
 B. Put the safety on.
 C. Unload it. 
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30. When crossing a fence, your gun should be unloaded and placed on the other side of the fence ____.
 A. on the ground with the muzzle pointed skyward
 B. on the ground with the muzzle pointed away from you
 C. on your field jacket

31. If you think you have an obstruction in your barrel, you should first point the muzzle in a safe direction. 
Then, before you do anything else, ____.

 A. pull the trigger
 B. hit the side of the barrel with the palm of your hand to loosen the obstruction
 C. open the action, unload the firearm and then check for obstructions.

32. When hunting in a group, the area in which a hunter may safely shoot is referred to as a ____.
 A. zone-of-fire
 B. safety zone
 C. shooting alley

33. The main disadvantage of hunting from a treestand is ____.
 A. risk of injury from falling
 B. tree leaves block your vision
 C. game may see you from a distance

34. A ____ must be worn at all times while climbing a tree and when in a tree stand.
 A. full body harness
 B. signal whistle
 C. blaze orange vest

35. Always wear a U. S. Coast Guard-approved ____ while you’re in a boat. 
 A. reflective vest
 B. signal whistle
 C. life jacket

36. One of the primary reasons for hunting laws is ____.
 A. to limit out
 B. to conserve wildlife for future generations
 C. to promote hunting

37. Aldo Leopold, the “father of wildlife management,” defined ethical behavior as ____.
 A. doing the right thing when no one else is watching
 B. harvesting as much game as the law allows
 C. following all wildlife management laws

38. What is the best all-around material to wear for insulation because it provides warmth even when wet?
 A. cotton
 B. leather
 C. wool

39. What is one of the advantages of wearing layers of clothing while hunting in cold weather?
 A. It offers superior insulation.
 B. It is quieter than a bulky coat. 
 C. It is more comfortable. 
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40. If you become lost, one survival rule is ____.
 A. wear daylight fluorescent orange clothing
 B. admit that you are lost and don’t panic
 C. take a cell phone

41. What is the emergency sign for distress?
 A. one of any signal
 B. three of any signal
 C. five of any signal

42. What is one of the first obvious symptoms of hypothermia?
 A. uncontrolled shivering
 B. sleepiness
 C. unconsciousness

43. What is the best way to stop bleeding?
 A. Apply a tourniquet.
 B. Apply direct pressure on the wound.
 C. Bandage the wound.

44. ____ is the number of animals the habitat can support all year long.
 A. one thousand
 B. mortality
 C. carrying capacity

45. When another person hands you a gun, you should immediately point the muzzle in a safe direction and 
____.

 A. check to see if the safety is on
 B. ask if it is loaded
 C. open the action and check to see if it is loaded

46. The safety on a gun is ____.
 A. a mechanical device that sometimes fails to work
 B. always found in the same place on every gun
 C. a sure way to keep a gun from firing

47. In the field a safe hunter always carries his gun ____.
 A. with the muzzle pointed in a safe direction
 B. loaded with the safety off
 C. unloaded, cased and out of sight

48. It is important to maintain a firm grip on your firearm in order to ____.
 A. control the muzzle at all times, even if you should stumble and fall
 B. get the gun to your shoulder in time to make a shot
 C. help maintain your balance as you walk

49. When hunting from a tree stand, you should ____.
 A. use a haul line to pull your equipment up
 B. use a full body harness
 C. both a and b
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50. The shoulder carry, the double-handed carry, and the trail carry are three ways to ____.
 A. carry a deer from the woods
 B. carry firearms in the field
 C. carry an injured hunter

51. Ammunition used in a shotgun is called ____.
 A. cartridge
 B. shot shell
 C. bullet

52. Ammunition used in a rifle is called a ____.
 A. cartridge
 B. shot shell
 C. bullet

53. Which of the following is the smaller gauge shotgun?
 A. 12
 B. 16
 C. 20

54. Deer hunters hunting with firearms in Tennessee must wear a minimum of ____.
 A. 450 square inches of blaze orange on the upper body
 B. 500 square inches of blaze orange on the upper body and head
 C. 650 square inches of blaze orange

55. When hunting on private property, you should always ____.
 A. ask the landowner for permission to hunt
 B. inform the landowner that you are exercising your right to hunt on his property
 C. take someone with you

56. Wildlife programs in Tennessee are mainly funded by ____.
 A. fishermen
 B. state taxes
 C. licenses purchased by hunters and fishermen

57. What is the leading cause of hunting incidents in Tennessee?
 A. treestands
 B. hypothermia
 C. getting lost

58. One of the Ten Commandments of Firearms Safety is ____.
 A. “Never leave your game in the woods for other hunters to find.”
 B. “Never leave your litter in a public hunting area.”
 C. “Never climb a fence or tree, or jump a ditch, with a loaded gun.”

59. Incidents involving firearms are usually caused by ____.
 A. mechanical failure
 B. not following safety rules
 C. too many hunters competing for available game
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60. Which one of the statements below is one of the Ten Commandments of firearms safety? 
 A. Identify your target before you shoot.
 B. Know your zone of fire.
 C. both A and B

61. The two types of modern ammunition are ____.
 A. bullet and projectile
 B. rimfire and centerfire
 C. primer and case

62. Which of the following can be far more cruel to wildlife than hunting as a means of controlling animal 
populations?

 A. automobiles
 B. starvation, disease and weather
 C. loss of cover

63. A major problem facing many wildlife species is ____.
 A. birth rate
 B. hunting
 C. loss of habitat

64. To check current Tennessee hunting laws, you should ____.
 A. ask your hunting buddies
 B. refer to a current Tennessee hunting guide or tnwildlife.org
 C. no need to check because hunting laws never change

65. When not in use, firearms should be kept ____.
 A. loaded with the safety on
 B. unloaded with the action open
 C. loaded or unloaded as long as the safety is on

66. When transporting a firearm in or on a motorized vehicle, the firearm should be ____.
 A. unloaded with the action open and in a case
 B. loaded with the safety on and in a case
 C. loaded with the safety on

67. Responsible hunters do one of the following:
 A. keep their finger on the trigger ready to make a quick shot
 B. transport firearms cased and loaded with the safety on
 C. avoid alcoholic beverages and drugs before and during hunting

68. Four-wheelers are vehicles that should ____.
 A. only be operated by one person
 B. used only when wearing a helmet
 C. both A and B

69. Which of the following is one of the many rules for safe and ethical operation of a four-wheeler?
 A. driving in planted fields
 B. wearing a helmet 
 C. transporting loaded firearms
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71. What type of action is this gun?
 A. break
 B. bolt
 C. semi-automatic

76. This part is the ____.
 A. stock
 B. action
 C. lock

77. This part is the ____.
 A. rear swivel
 B. safety
 C. bolt

78. This part is the ____.
 A. action
 B. muzzle
 C. magazine

81. This part is the ____.
 A. forestock
 B. barrel
 C. action

79. This part is the ____.
 A. action
 B. butt
 C. chamber

80. What type of action is this gun?
 A. semi-automatic
 B. break
 C. pump

70. One of the Ten Commandments of Firearm Safety is ____.
 A. You should point your firearm only at something you intend to shoot.
 B. It is acceptable to use the telescopic sight on your firearm like a binocular.
 C. A haul-line should be used to pull your equipment up into your elevated stand.

72. This part is the ____.
 A. barrel
 B. magazine
 C. action

73. This part is the ____.
 A. front sight
 B. front swivel
 C. rear sight

74. This part is the ____.
 A. trigger
 B. trigger guard
 C. action

75. This part is the ____.
 A. trigger
 B. trigger guard
 C. action
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84. This part is the ____.
 A. brass
 B. shell
 C. tube82. This part is the ____.

 A. shot
 B. powder
 C. bullet

83. This part is the ____.
 A. pellets
 B. powder
 C. shot

85. This part is the ____.
 A. primer
 B. wad
 C. stuffing

86. This part is the ____.
 A. primer
 B. cap
 C. cone

87. This part is the ____.
 A. shell
 B. case
 C. wad

89. This part is the ____.
 A. nose
 B. bullet
 C. shot

90. This part is the ____.
 A. powder
 B. pellets
 C. shot

88. This part is the ____.
 A. cone
 B. primer
 C. nipple
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91. What type of bow is this?
 A. longbow
 B. compound
 C. recurve

92. What type of bow is this?
 A. longbow
 B. compound
 C. recurve

93. This part is the ____.
 A. tip
 B. nock
 C. crest

95. This part is the ____.
 A. fletching
 B. receiver
 C. crest

96. This part is the ____.
 A. vanes
 B. index
 C. shaft

94. This part is the ____.
 A. end
 B. broadhead
 C. target point

97. What type of muzzleloader is this?
 A. wheellock
 B. flintlock
 C. caplock
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98. Name this type of muzzleloader.
 A. percussion lock
 B. flintlock
 C. matchlock

99. The person in this picture is wearing 
a very important safety item. This item is 
called a ____.
 A. vest
 B. full body harness
 C. backpack

100. Name this piece of equipment.
 A. haul-line
 B. safety belt
 C. escape line
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